
Numbers
 In the book of Leviticus, our focus was upon the wor-
ship of the people of God. Yet, in the book of Numbers, we 
will observe many practical elements of the believer’s walk 
with God through the example of Israel. 
 The Hebrew title of this book means most literally, 
in the wilderness. It was titled, Numbers (called Arithmoi 
“Arithmetic” in the Greek Septuagint), because of the great 
emphasis placed upon the organization and counting of the 
people of Israel in their wilderness wandering.
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I.  Overview from Two Perspectives

A. _____________________________ pilgrimage

B. _____________________________ pilgrimage

 1. They __________________________ to live
  by sight and not by faith (1–14).

 2.  They __________________________ about   
  God’s provisions in their lives (11:1-6).

 3. They __________________________ their   
  leadership (12).

II.  Outlines*

A. Geographical

 1. ____________________ (1:1–10:10) Preparation

 2. ____________________ (10:11–21:31) Frustration

 3. ____________________ (22:1–36:13) Anticipation

B. Chronological

 1. Israel in the Wilderness The Old Generation (1-19)  
  a. Discipline in the Wilderness (1–9:14)
  b. Direction in the Wilderness (9:15–10:36)
  c. Discontent in the Wilderness (11–13)
  d. Death in the Wilderness (14-16)
  e. Despair in the Wilderness (17-19)

 2. Israel on the Way The New Generation (20-36) 
  a. Recalling the Past (20)
  b. Redeeming the Present (21–27:11)
  c. Receiving the Future (27:12-23)

* Taken from J. Phillips

 The book of Numbers centers upon the pilgrimage of 
Israel in the wilderness prior to their entrance into Canaan. 
At first, we see a disorderly mob at Sinai, and then a new 
organized army at Moab. The principle characters of Num-
bers are Moses, Aaron, Miriam, Joshua and Caleb.
 Although Israel had to learn the vital lesson of faith in the 
wilderness, it is our opportunity to learn—from their strug-
gles—the strategic insight of believing God for the best.  

III.  Odds and Ends

A. 6:24-26 often quoted _____________________, 

 spoken as a _____________________________

B. 6:2-21 ___________________________________

C. 13:26–14:10 ______________________________
 (judgement continues through chapter 26)

D. 17 _______________________________________

E. 21:5, 7–9 _________________________________

F. 27:15 __________________________ for Moses

G. 35:9 __________________ of ________________

IV.  Observations

A. God is _________________________ in numbers

B. ___________________ is the first law of heaven

C. God despises a ___________________________

 _________________________________

D. ________________________ is more contagious 

 and more agreeable than ___________________

E. The _________________ is not always ________

F. When you look up and see giants, you need to

 ____________________ and see _____________

G. God cannot give ___________________________

 _______________________________

H. ________________________ is the quickest way
 to aimlessness in the life of a believer.


